
Britain produces some of the finest 
cured meats in the world. Made 
in the correct way and using good 

quality meat, Bacon can be one of the finest 
examples of preserved meat known to man.
By following our simple instructions  
you will end up with some really 
delicious bacon. Made using traditional 
artisan methods. 
Then you can sit back and soak up the glory 
that you made it yourself - you are your 
own producer of British charcuterie.

Cheap bacon vs curing kit bacon
Cheap bacon is generally made by pumping it 
full of salt brine to wet cure it but also to bulk 
out the weight. So when you cook it all that 
white water leaks out. Essentially you have paid 
for water not meat.
The bacon you will make with this kit is dry 
cured. This means the water which naturally 
occurs in the pork is drawn out, leaving you with 
bacon full of enhanced, delicious flavour.

Source the best Pork
Head to your local, trusted butcher; they will be 
able to tell you where the pork is from, which 
is important as you want well looked after pigs. 
Look for high welfare, outdoor reared or organic.  
A happy pig means far tastier bacon. If your 
butcher cannot tell you this then look for 
another butcher!
Try experimenting with rare breed pigs and 
really notice the difference in taste. And always 
British. Look for good layers of fat and marbling 
in the meat.

Ross & Ross Gifts are multi award winning 
makers of Handmade British Food & Gifts. Our 
mission is to create original food and gifts using 
the best British ingredients and producers.

We started our British Charcuterie journey 
through making British Pate, Terrines and 
Rilletes for some of the finest establishments in 
the country. And have now put this knowledge 
into our kits so you too can do this at home.

For recipes, FAQs and to see us in  
action making bacon go to  
www.rossandrossgifts.co.uk

Email: hello@rossandrossgifts.co.uk  
or show us your creations @rossandrossgifts
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1.  Go to your local butchers and ask for 1.5kg piece of good quality pork belly 
about 1 1/2 inches (4cm) thick, with good layers of fat. Our preference is rind 
and bones removed. If you tell them it is for making streaky bacon they’ll get 
you the right piece.

4.  Don’t open the bag but turn over and put back in the fridge for a further two 
undisturbed days. You will see small amounts of liquid appear. This is what you 
are looking for as the cure draws out the moisture and works its magic.

 The curing part is now completed.

2. Thoroughly wash your hands.
 Place your pork inside your chosen bag or wrap. Add all of the cure and 

thoroughly rub into the pork, ensuring that the whole piece of meat is covered 
evenly. Use a glove if you wish or just massage through the bag.

What you get  
in this kit:
1 x Curing Mix
1 x Muslin
1 x Butchers Hook
1 x Instructions
Note: The Curing Mix is weighed  
out exactly for 1.5kg of pork belly. 
The Muslin can be washed and  
reused for future bacon making.

What else you need 
• 1.5kg Pork Belly (bones and rind removed is  

our preference)
• Something to wrap the pork up tight during  

the curing process. This could be clingfilm,  
a sandwich bag or a beeswax wrap. A zip lock  
bag is ideal

• Gloves - optional
• Sharp knife
• Kitchen roll or clean towel

For FAQs and How to Make videos go to www.rossandrossgifts.co.uk

5.  Put on a glove if you wish, take the pork belly out of the bag and wash off the 
salts under a cold running tap to remove the cure. Place onto some kitchen roll 
or a clean tea towel and pat dry. Remove your glove if using. Thoroughly wash 
your hands

 The pork should now be feeling firmer and looking darker.

6. Tie up one end of the muslin. Place the pork inside the muslin.  
Tie up the other end and skewer the butchers hook through the knot. Hang in 
your fridge. The back shelf or inside door works well. It just needs to get air 
around it and not touching any other foods.

 Leave hanging for a minimum of three days. It is now ready to use.
 Note: you can leave it hanging for longer to really intensify the porky flavour. 

Just watch it doesn’t dry out.

7.  When you are ready to eat your bacon, take it out of the muslin and cut 
off however many slices you need and cook however you normally would. 
Whatever you don’t use, return back to the  
muslin and hang back in the fridge. Your bacon will happily keep  
for a week. It will last longer but may begin to dry out.

 Tip: to slice the bacon use a very sharp knife. To aid the slicing you can pop 
the bacon into the freezer for half an hour to firm up before slicing. Or ask 
your local butcher to use their meat slicer.

 Note: to cure smaller amounts, just use the simple ratios of the amount of 
cure by the weight of the pork. e.g. for 500g of pork you would use one third 
of the cure. The curing time and process will still be the same.

Important information:
Only use curing salts as directed. If ingested straight out of the jar, seek medical advice immediately.

Children using this kit must be supervised at all times.

Always store out of reach of children.

3.  Remove your glove if used. Thoroughly wash your hands.
 Seal the bag, making sure no air is left inside before  

zipping up. Put the bag in the bottom of the fridge  
and leave undisturbed for two days.

BACON 
INSTRUCTIONS
Read Instructions thoroughly. 
Preparation Time: 10 minutes. 
Process time: Four days curing, three days hanging.

Quick idea of the process:  
1. Buy pork  2. Rub on cure  3. Chill - 4 days  4. Wash  5. Hang - 3 days  6. Cook & Eat


